Accuracy of distance measurement in the bat Eptesicus fuscus: theoretical aspects and computer simulations.
Behavioral experiments of Simmons [J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 54, 157-173 (1973) and Science 204, 1336-1338 (1979)] on the ranging accuracy in the bat Eptesicus fuscus have led to far-reaching postulates on the existence of optimal and phase-conserving processing mechanisms in the bat. In this paper, the results of computer simulations of these experiments are presented. Two receiver types are investigated: the fully coherent cross-correlation receiver and the cross-correlation receiver with envelope processing (semicoherent). It is shown that Simmons' experiments cannot be treated as a simple estimation of distance, but require at least two (range difference experiment; see Simmons, 1973) or four (range jitter experiment; see Simmons, 1979) echolocation sounds for one decision. The performance of the bat in both experiments is much worse than predicted for a coherent and a semicoherent receiver type. The bat's accuracy in Simmons' range difference experiment is at least 18 dB worse than predicted for an optimal receiver. The results of the jitter experiment cannot be interpreted in a simple way as proof that bats are able to evaluate phase information as in a fully coherent cross-correlation receiver.